Five Year Anniversary of '78 Blizzard

Classes Cancelled to Celebrate
Five Year Anniversary of '78 Blizzard

What Do You Want From College?

Add it to Your Schedule.

Adventure?

Try rappelling. Descending a precipice by a rope and the seat of your pants. The fastest way down. Except for front for freefalling.

Rappelling is one part of a challenging academic and extracurricular program offered by Army ROTC.

Army ROTC fosters student leadership and provides the opportunity to achieve specific objectives, from Reserve Officer or Active Duty as a ROTC member, to leadership in the college and afterwards, look into Army ROTC.

Army ROTC LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD

For More Information Contact: Army ROTC
865-2471/2472
Providence College
Margaret Sweet

various committees ran through by Margaret Sweet the February 2 meeting. The ed tentative plans for the 1983 evening, "Monty Python at the Island. Hollywood Bowl" will be shown at Sunday the Sophomore semi-formal. He also noted that the "night off" the last three years," he said, "we have made substantial increase in their re-aid. Pell noted that the 1991-92 program would take a terrible toll upon their educational plans." "For each of the last three years," he said, "we have made significant changes in Federal student aid programs. This has been confusing not only to students and their families but to college officials as well. Quite frankly, it is time that we gave the programs chance to work without further tampering." Pell, who is the ranking Democrat on the Education Sub-committee, said he "would like to revive interest in and worked on theories concerning cosmology. Dr. Gora says that he "would like to revive research activity in the future" here in PC but claims that for the time being, he is keeping "very busy" teaching in the science department.
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**Points of Interest**

Applications are now being accepted for the annual Harry L. Gardner scholarship from the R.I. union. To be eligible, applicants must be open to any resident of Rhode Island who has been accepted by an accredited college or university. The scholarship is open to any resident of Rhode Island graduating from a local institution who has been accepted by any accredited college or university.

The recipient of the 1982 Gardner scholarship was Evelyn Phyllis Stiepock. She is a junior at the University of Rhode Island, where she is studying landscape architecture, and she is open to any residence of Rhode Island graduating from a local institution who has been accepted by any accredited college or university.
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Rape Crisis Center
Preserve Confidentiality

by Mary Ellen Burke

As a counselor advocate of the Rhode Island Rape Crisis Center, I feel a need to make you aware of the importance of confidentiality and the rights of rape victims. It is the goal of this editorial to explain the needs for confidentiality and the rights of rape victims.

According to ACM's guidelines, confidentiality is defined as "the right of the rape victim and to keep his or her identity confidential in all matters related to this event. Confidentiality also means that the rape victim has the right to refuse to identify him or herself in any legal actions." The purpose of confidentiality is to protect the victim and to prevent shame and blame being placed on the victim.

In order to preserve confidentiality, the rape victim must be assured that the information received by the rape crisis center will remain confidential. This assurance is necessary so that the victim can receive the necessary support and counseling without fear of judgment or reprisal.

Confidentiality is important because it allows the victim to seek help without fear of being identified. In some cases, the victim may be afraid of being identified by friends, family, or others. By preserving confidentiality, the victim can receive the necessary support and counseling without fear of judgment or reprisal.
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Getting a Job in this Economy

By Joseph Manery

In my last article I described the nature of current unemployment and concluded that a major portion of today's high joblessness is due to structural changes in the American economy. The questions before us now are: "How is the economy changing?" and "What does this change imply for the job markets?"

These questions are much too complex to deal with in their entirety, so I will break them down and analyze how a specific industry has changed, speculate on its future, and state what type of employees are necessary to run these firms. This information should give us insight into the emerging structure of the whole economy and the skills that tomorrow's workers will need to work efficiently and productively.

In the area of commercial banking, the optimism of the 1950's that the computer age would change banking forever has diminished. In the 1970's, the major portion of banking business moved from the local bank to commercial banks. Today, a bank must perceive itself as a total financial institution, one-stop shopping for a customer who can come in and take care of all his financial needs.
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Today, a bank must perceive itself as a total financial institution, one-stop shopping for a customer who can come in and take care of all his financial needs. An industry to consider is the emerging structure of the whole economy and the skills that tomorrow's workers will need to work efficiently and productively.

The industry that I am going to analyze is consumer credit. The growth of consumer credit has been one of the most significant changes in the American economy.

The future is for those with vision. Must not this fact be for those who are willing to abandon traditional ethical standards for the sake of progress? The computer is a very powerful tool in this direction, for with computer knowledge comes the power to manipulate the human mind. This is the philosophy of the Sophists, who were experts in manipulating the human mind. The Sophists, who were experts in manipulating the human mind, were able to influence people by using the power of the computer.
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It's All in Good Humor

By Jane McAuliffe

An Overnight at BC: There's No Place Like Home

You'd think it could only happen in the movies. How can less than 24 hours spent at BC for a simple hockey game turn into the fiasco of the year? Easy when yours truly is involved!

The BC/PK experience carried a chain of unbelievable events for myself and my companions—Ellen Clerkin, Jayne Felag, Mary Beth Bragagano and Richard Vertula, whom I have affectionately dubbed the "A-Team.

Ricky was the first to start the ball rolling on the bus when he was practically passed out on his seat in the front. His head hung over the side of the seat, his mouth hanging open as he slept. I'm sure the driver was wondering if he was dead or just asleep. We tried to forget that I left my down mittens back on the bus! Seated between us was a man, like, do you go to high school?

The second to arrive was Michael Dorsey. He was about 5'8" tall and looked like a robot. He tried to show that he was a part of the "A-Team" by trying to get through all the body-slamming punks, and my personal favorite was the guy who gave them to our fans. We're sitting in the bleachers and this box person is passed along to everyone's delight. Finally, like the dawning of realization of his "troublemaker" reputation, argumentative nature. As a result of his argumentative nature, he was called boring.

I thought one of the best highlights was the unknown woman who made squares and gave them to our fans. We're sitting in the bleachers and this box of goodies is being passed along to everyone's delight. Finally, like the dawning of realization of his "troublemaker" reputation, argumentative nature. As a result of his argumentative nature, he was called boring.

"Hey," Ellen asked as she nudged me, "Where'd you get these?"

I stopped chewing. "Gee, I don't know."

I think about ten people choked when the guy at the end of the bleacher said, "Oh, some lady gave them to us."

But the fun didn't stop there. With one of Jayne's BC friends, we went to a party on Cummings and Commonwealth Ave. It was a job trying to get through all the body-slamming punks, and my personal favorite was the guy who gave them to our fans. We're sitting in the bleachers and this box of goodies is being passed along to everyone's delight. Finally, like the dawning of realization of his "troublemaker" reputation, argumentative nature. As a result of his argumentative nature, he was called boring.

"Hey," Ellen asked as she nudged me, "Where'd you get these?"

I stopped chewing. "Gee, I don't know."

The retreat scheduled for February 4, 5 and 6 had a slow start. The advertising started late, and because of competition from Friday night's hockey game and the trip to L. L. Bean, not many people signed up. The retreat was almost cancelled, but it seems that the Lord intended that it go on, for just enough people signed up by the deadline.

In contrast with past retreats, last weekend's was a very small group of 13. All agreed, however, that this small number was actually better.

The retreat took place at the Baptist Plantations in Exeter, RI. The Baptists have about 300 acres there with a lake and outdoor chapel. The area is absolutely beautiful, and so was the weather during our stay.

Fr. Adrian Dahab presided over the retreat, saying one Mass a day and inspiring our discussions. The themes messages of this retreat were love, peace, and forgiveness three important factors in our lives as active Christians. Fr. Dahab gave interesting insights into the meaning of these three aspects, and discussed how we can incorporate them into our relationships.

On the first night we viewed the movie "Parable," a modern allegory using a circus to relay the message of Christ's life. The movie was a very powerful expression of the means Christ used to spread his message. The idea behind its being a silent movie was to show that actions speak louder than words.

Another important part of the retreat was the participation of all in an hour of silence. The idea was to open ourselves to the unique way God works in our lives. Being close to nature made us more receptive to God's individual message. Joanne Dowell brought her guitar to add music and create a unique harmony among us. This added to the specialness of our retreat. This retreat was termed a success by everyone that attended—a success that will be carried into the daily lives of all who participated.

Religious Retreat
Inspiring Experience

By Margaret Grady

She is determined to get ahead and will not let anyone get in the way of her climb to the top of the success ladder. We also get a glimpse of the social commentary, Tootsie makes about male/female relationships and the problems a not-so-attractive career woman encounters.

Terri Garr and Bill Murray deliver great supporting roles as Michael's insecure girlfriend and his easy-going roommate. Overall, this was a memorable comedy with some important points about problems in today's society. If you haven't seen this movie, please do, it's worth the trip!

EMPLOYABLE SKILLS
AQUIRE THEM THROUGH VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

The Student Experiential Learning Program (SELP) is sponsored by the State of Rhode Island Commission on Volunteerism and Citizen Participation. It is a volunteer program in which a student works a minimum of 12 hours per week within a state agency. A wide variety of opportunities exist for students to gain pre-professional experience and practical insight into a career field.

Opportunities exist in art/graphics, media/public relations, education/research, health, science, social service, computer science, recreation, personnel, law, cable production and management.

The application deadline for the spring semester is February 15. All students are paid stipends for gasoline costs. Contact the Counseling & Career Planning Center for job descriptions and application information.

Lines at the Rat forced some patrons to weather the elements.

(Photo by Claire Cerni)

PC retreat attendees.

(Each by Ed Pilkington)

Today's Woman

by Margaret Grady

She is determined to get ahead and will not let anyone get in the way of her climb to the top of the success ladder. We also get a glimpse of the social commentary, Tootsie makes about male/female relationships and the problems a not-so-attractive career woman encounters.

Terri Garr and Bill Murray deliver great supporting roles as Michael's insecure girlfriend and his easy-going roommate. Overall, this was a memorable comedy with some important points about problems in today's society. If you haven't seen this movie, please do, it's worth the trip!
Friar Forecast

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Lighten up Aquarius! Don’t get so tensed up over small problems. This is your month so enjoy! Romance is on the horizon and the week ahead looks promising. The weekend brings many surprises.

Pisces (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) You may begin to feel a little trapped this week but your self-respect may be boosted by an adent admirer this weekend. All boredom will vanish and your spirits will pick up.

Aries (March 21-April 20) If you seem to lack energy try to be a little more organized. Otherwise you may be so rushed for time. Shake depressing thoughts out with one and things will pick up by the weekend.

Taurus (April 21-May 20) You start off the week with a sociable mood. You may be more sentimentul than usual but it’s only because you have something to mention from a special someone.

Gemini (May 21-June 20) Don’t ignore the little responsibilities you must attend to. Devote yourself to helping a friend in need and you’ll be rewarded.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) Watch your finances this week Cancer or you may not be able to catch up. Spend a couple of nights at the good ol’ library.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Love is in the air Leo and just in time for Valentine’s Day. Keep your cool and stand up for your rights by being more assertive. Saturday is your lucky day.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Force yourself to concentrate or you may forget important information. Don’t get too far behind in your work or you may not be able to catch up.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Take it easy this week and enjoy yourself a little more. You should be able to socialize freely. Since you’re usually so busy everything you do carefully, be a little more daring and excitement will follow.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Opportunities to romp with new Romes will be manifold this week. Take care of your responsibilities and you won’t forget important information.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Mood shifts can be exasperating to you now. Handle stress carefully. The 12th is an important day for you.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) Doctors claim the Walkman can cause serious ear damage. Police say it causes deafness when jockeys and pedestrians tune in music and tune out traffic. Many cities are trying to pass legislation to ban wearing of a Walkman by joggers, drivers and pedestrians.

The Walkman, which sell for around $70 (other models are available for less) continue to be a big selling item with both young and old, students as well as executives, despite the growing criticism of their use.

Kisses—chocolate kisses to be exact—cheer up your heart for a successful Valentine’s Day. You disagree, you believe that French kisses are more in demand on February 14? You’re right! Yet, to tempt your taste buds, palate chocolate kisses are much more effective.

With Valentine’s Day less than a week away, you may want to stock up on these valuable essentials called chocolate kisses. They may become a rare commodity to find after the next two recipes are discovered. Both recipes require chocolate kisses and a sweet tooth to devour them.

Fattening you ask—yes, of course! Delicious—Absolutely! Complicated?—Never! These recipes are as easy as they are simple. And what better way to celebrate Valentine’s Day than with some sweets from a sweet.

Yes, kisses are the essence of Valentine’s Day. May they be French or a kiss to catch up. Spend a couple of nights

PEANUT KISSES

1/2 c. shortening
1/2 c. peanut butter
1/4 c. sugar
1/4 c. firmly packed brown sugar
1 egg, beaten
2 tbsp. milk
1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. sifted flour
1 tsp. baking soda

Add egg, milk and vanilla; beat well. Add sugars, cream well. Add baking soda and mix well. Press down so that cookie crack like a walnut. Bake for 13 minutes, then place a candy kiss on top of each cookie and press down so that cookie cracks around the edge. Return to oven; bake 2-5 minutes. Cool on wire rack.

CREAM CHEESE COOKIES

3 oz. cream cheese
1/2 c. butter or margarine
1/2 c. sugar
1 egg yolk
1 tsp. vanilla
1 c. flour
Chocolate candy kisses or whole walnuts
Cream sugar, butter and cream cheese until light and fluffy. Add egg yolk, then add in remaining ingredients. Spoon onto greased cookie sheet. Bake at 350° F. Using walnuts top each cookie with a walnut before baking. If using chocolate kisses, first bake cookies for 13 minutes, then place a candy kiss on top of each cookie and bake for 2-5 minutes more. Thus, entire baking time is 15-18 minutes, or until brown on the bottom. Makes 1 dozen.

subject to in camera judicial review. The RCO objects to this because we believe that in camera review is a violation of the constitutional right to privacy of victims. The Center also objects to this because we feel that our records are not of the kind that should ever be included in legal proceedings. They are kept for statistical purposes and to help us provide better counseling and support services to victims. Victims never see, approve or sign these records. We verify that they reflect what victims have actually said.

We need this absolute confidentiality in law in order to provide the best services possible to victims of sexual assault. We need you to help us in this lobbying effort.

Questions: Call Rape Crisis Center 691-2600, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., or Maryellen Burke 521-3401.
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Walkman Entertainment

Campus Digest News Service

To those of you who came back from Christmas vacation with a new Sony Walkman, beware! You may soon be limited to wearing it only in your dorm room if the critics have their way.

Doctors claim the Walkman can cause serious ear damage. Police say it causes deafness when jockeys and pedestrians tune in music and tune out traffic. Many cities are trying to pass legislation to ban wearing of a Walkman by joggers, drivers and pedestrians.

Walkman, which sell for around $70 (other models are available for less) continue to be a big selling item with both young and old, students as well as executives, despite the growing criticism of their use.
Today's Record Review

By James Tully

B. Willie Smith: Live.

During this past vacation, I had the opportunity to see B. Willie Smith Band for the first time. Despite previous attempts to see them, for some reason or other, something always seemed to come up. My year long wait was well worth it.

The B. Willie Smith Band does not play your everyday, boring beat. If you expect to hear Judas Priest or Van Halen from them, don't bother to go see them. But if you have a desire to go out with a few friends and dance, this is a band to see.

B. Willie Smith's style could be compared to that of NRBQ's: It (their style) is danceable rock 'n' roll with a touch of jazz. B. Willie plays a combination of original songs and the band's own interpretation of some classic oldies such as Johnny B. Goode.

Although the band played until 2 a.m., in the morning, almost everyone stayed and never wanted the band to depart. The ovation the band received was a true testimonial to the performance they delivered.

Clubs and audiences need more bands like B. Willie Smith and NRBQ and less heavy metal imitation bands.

---

Skullucinations

As I write, I am sitting in the library. I am using the library for its intended purpose: research and study. Actually, I'm researching bars and studying the girl in the front of me.

To begin with, the authors clarify why this notice was necessary. It's quite simple: "many students have complained" that there's no "quiet and clean place to study." (That automatically rules out the dorms.) A legitimate grievance, in my book.

I leap off the "T" when the driver informs me, "We don't let kids off, we don't let kids off." Finally, like a fugitive from justice, I leap off the "T" when the driver lets a few get off, and go running down the street with my knapsack, praying I can get back to the Boston College station before my buddies' "T" left.

Before we get to the meat of the story, I want to save you the embarrassment of not knowing. I'm 5'10" or so, and I'm 150 pounds. The joke is that someone has got to be there to protect the 'T' from getting too crowded.

There remained plenty of room for additional rules on the memo. I'd like to offer some suggestions. How about no steaming? They are always noisy, and often messy as well. No excessive perfume, and definitely no pen-clicking! And no librarians under 5'10" or over 50.

In 110 years I've never seen anyone who doesn't smoke, eat, or sneeze. Is it a habit? Is it a genetic program? Is it a moral obligation? I don't know what to call it, but I'd volunteer to study the problem if I had the time and money.

B. Willie Smith Band does not play your everyday, boring beat. If you expect to hear Judas Priest or Van Halen from them, don't bother to go see them. But if you have a desire to go out with a few friends and dance, this is a band to see.

B. Willie Smith's style could be compared to that of NRBQ's: It (their style) is danceable rock 'n' roll with a touch of jazz. B. Willie plays a combination of original songs and the band's own interpretation of some classic oldies such as Johnny B. Goode.

Although the band played until 2 a.m., in the morning, almost everyone stayed and never wanted the band to depart. The ovation the band received was a true testimonial to the performance they delivered.

Clubs and audiences need more bands like B. Willie Smith and NRBQ and less heavy metal imitation bands.

---

HUMOR. Continued from page 27.

Boston's finest. All of a sudden, the door closes: the "T" begins moving, and there I am, looking out at my friends who are still on the sidewalk, with a look that I believe was described as "totally mortified." I try to get off. The driver informs me, "We don't let kids off"--we don't let kids off."

Finally, like a fugitive from justice, I leap off the "T" when the driver lets a few get off, and go running down the street with my knapsack, praying I can get back to the Boston College station before my buddies' "T" left.

Low and behold, my worst fears were confirmed. As I stopped on the sidewalk, I saw a second "T" pulling out and recognized my roommate's jacket waving by at a clip of 35 m.p.h.!! Note here that I had $1 in my pocket and it wasn't change. I had several choices: go back to BC, try to call my brother, or try to get the next "T." And hope that my friends would wait at the Arlington stop. I went into two convenience (?) stores and couldn't get any change. As I stopped on the sidewalk, with a look that I believe was described as "totally mortified," I try to get off. The driver informs me, "We don't let kids off"--we don't let kids off."

Finally, like a fugitive from justice, I leap off the "T" when the driver lets a few get off, and go running down the street with my knapsack, praying I can get back to the Boston College station before my buddies' "T" left.

Low and behold, my worst fears were confirmed. As I stopped on the sidewalk, I saw a second "T" pulling out and recognized my roommate's jacket waving by at a clip of 35 m.p.h.!! Note here that I had $1 in my pocket and it wasn't change.

I had several choices: go back to BC, try to call my brother, or try to get the next "T." And hope that my friends would wait at the Arlington stop. I went into two convenience (?) stores and couldn't get any change. Finally, I explained the problem to the "T" operators at the station and was told they'll take care of it. I boarded the next "T" and was explaining my situation to an sympathetic driver when I heard
CABARET NIGHT
Friday, February 11—Raymond Hall 7:30 p.m.

featuring

KEN WEBER
(Hypnotist)
and

The National Champion
NARRAGANSETT BAY CHORUS!

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

Tickets are $2.00 and can be bought at the door with P.C. I.D.

A Grand Way to Celebrate an Opening.

An Afternoon of Free Steve’s Ice Cream with one of our Famous Mix-ins:

Crushed Oreo M&M’s
Crushed Heath Walnuts
Butterscotch Chips Raisins
Mixed Nuts Chocolate Chips Granola
Crushed Reeses

Saturday
February 12th
1pm to 5pm
At the corner of Thayer Street & Angell Street Providence, R.I.

ATTENTION CLASS OF ’84!
Commencement Core Committee Interviews Will Be Held on TUESDAY, FEB. 15th
and WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16th from 6 until 10 pm Both Nights.
If Interested Sign Up in the Student Congress Office, Room 214 Slavin, by Friday, February 11th.

ASH WEDNESDAY

Remember man that you are dust and into dust you shall return.
FEBRUARY 16, 1983

In the Mass on Ash Wednesday, Ashes from Palms, which were Blessed in the preceding year, are Blessed and imposed. In the Introductory Rites, the Penitential Rite is omitted since the giving of ashes takes its place. The Ashes are Blessed and given to the people after the Hymn: Ashes remind us of the ancient forms of Penance and also that the human glamour of this will soon come to an end when God calls on to himself for judgement.

MASSES: Aquinas Chapel
9:35 AM 11:35 AM
10:35 AM 10:30 PM Candle Light Mass
6’4 Hall
4:30 PM

DISTRIBUTION OF ASHES AT EACH MASS
Distribution of Ashes Service
In the Pit at Slavin Center—12 Noon
Communal Penance Service: ’64 Hall
3:00 P.M.
Individual Confession / Distribution of Ashes
Candle Light Mass: Aquinas Chapel
10:30 PM

Ash Wednesday Fast
Give Up a Meal Today—Donate the Money to the Needy

Freych Florist
50 Radcliffe Ave., Providence, R.I.
521-3539

Valentine Day Specials to Warm Your Heart!
Stop in or call!
Free Delivery to P.C.
Trinity Rep: A Most Majestic Showplace

By Maureen McGuire

Among one of the most exciting historical and cultural centers of Downtown Providence is the Majestic Theatre, home of the Trinity Square Repertory Company. In 1912, this grandiose theater was constructed in the early 1900's by Burton and Alton C. Shubert, most popular for their elaborate performances, the Majestic fell into the old Majestic, and is currently the nicest features of Trinity Square.
The past week proved to be a good one for the Lady Friars Indoor Track team as the girls made impressive showings at both Brown and Southern Connecticut.

The Lady Friars finished second in the final score at the Brown meet, with a total of 25 points. The team was able to perform well throughout the meet, with many individuals achieving personal bests and setting records.

At the Southern Connecticut meet, the Lady Friars secured first place with a score of 191 points. The team was able to perform well in a variety of events, with many individuals achieving personal bests and setting records.

The Lady Friars next meet will be on Sunday at the Holy Cross Invitational.
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Recruiting for Mullaney
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Boston College players were de­

dectively making their way to the

box. Senior captains Mike O'Neill and Lee Blossom
denied the Eagles scoring chances because of the threat of an all out

war. Various cups and other paper products were also

distributed to the box by the

enemy.

What made this final scene dif­

erent from any other college hockey
game ending was the 60

minutes of heated play that set

the stage. Sure, the BC/PC series is a

great rivalry, but there wasn't much

to talk about Tuesday night's game

with a relentless offensive output.

As 5:15 of the first period, Mike

O'Neill scored on a power-play of their own

when Randy Velischek scored at

5:27. But BC's Ed Raese stole the

puck behind the net and tucked it

in to cut the deficit to 3-2 with 9:29

left in the contest.

The remaining portion of the game

was a wild scramble between

two teams who seemed to take

concessions. At the same time, hundreds

of Providence College students

huddled together, congratulating

the Friar hockey team

on its victory. At the same time, hundreds

of Providence College students

huddled together, congratulating

the Friar hockey team

on its victory.
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